
I photographed Joel Maxfield and Keith Jennings in the hectic
last minutes before the opening of the first Mathews Retailer
Business Show in the woodsy surroundings of the Stoney Creek Inn
in LaCrosse, Wisconsin. They were harried, but happy, because the
turnout of vendors and retailers already signaled the show was a
success on that morning of December 8, 2008. Above right, Mission
Marketing Coordinator Megan Connors took some positive feed-
back from Jim Brunette of Bay Archery Sales, Essexville, Michigan
about the new draw-length adjustable Menace in the Mission by
Mathews line. “That’s going to be a great little bow for dealers. I sold
one to a buddy’s granddaughter and by the time we set it up with
accessories, arrows, a case and a release it was over a $500 sale. That
bow is a good example of the exchange of ideas that happens dur-
ing the Mathews Dealer Academy,” Brunette commented.

Brunette said he viewed the new Mathews show as another
opportunity to network with and learn from other retailers, like his
friend Jim Gauthier of Gauthier Archery, shown at center.“Mission is

a much stronger line this year,” Brunette told me.“I would bet sales
of that brand will quadruple for the manufacturer this year. I know
when we buy it right, we are making a full 40 points on it.”

John Schaffer of Schaffer Performance Archery is both a
Minnesota dealer and manufacturer, and since his rests and sights
have always been “dealer only” it no surprise he was enthusiastic
about the Mathews show when Tim Dehn spoke to him at his booth.
“For a retailer this show is a nice opportunity to see for what are the
most part protected lines and Mathews has done a nice job of keep-
ing the cost of attending the show down. “ That’s Shaffer’s new
Opposition sight below, with fully-protected fibers and a quick Pivot
Lock attachment. Call
(952) 894-6169 to
learn more about this
firm’s sights and
arrow rests.

Reconyx General Manager Darrel
VanderZee said his brand’s best features are
now in this MC65 Mathews Edition model.
“This is the only one we sell with the
1080x1920 lpi resolution that fits a high
definition screen exactly,” he explained. It
carries a Lost Camo pattern and has a filter
over the infrared emitters that help hide
them when they fire, and help keep sun-
light from reflecting to give the unit’s posi-
tion away to a tresspasser or thief. Yet this
unit carries the same suggested retail price
as the RC55 available in box stores, which
doesn’t have those added features. Reach
Reconyx at (866) 493-6064.
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Scent-Lok is cooperating with Mathews on a
Mathews Classic series of odor-fighting garments that
include base layers,pants,jacket and headcover.Naturally
they’re done in Lost Camo. The base layers use the light-
est Scent-Lok fabric available, treated with an anti-micro-
bial agent on top of the patented activated carbon tech-
nology.The Mathews Classic Bowhunter jacket and pants
are lightweight but have a tight weave to block wind and
a DWR treatment to shed rain.

Mathews encouraged exhibitors to bring other pat-
terns and products as well,so this was the first time retail-
ers could see the  new Scent-Lok Vertigo System (at right)
that combines two Mossy Oak Break-Up patterns to pro-
duce a dramatic effect.These are garments that will chal-
lenge deer to detect you, even if there’s no surrounding
vegetation. Danny Whitaker of Outdoor Specialties in
Lake Charles, Louisiana is being assisted here by Jon
Roraff of the William J. Gartland & Associates sales rep
group.Talk to your sale rep to learn more or call (800) 315-
5799. To view the Vertigo System in detail on-line, go to
www.ScentLok.com

PHOTO RIGHT: Northeast Products had a wide range of its Therm-a-Seats dec-
orated in the Lost Camo pattern from Mathews. Here Don Hilliar of Archer’s Den
in Ardmore, Oklahoma (left in photo at right) take s a closer look with the help of
Dan Wiebelhaus. Wiebelhause is a sales rep whose territory includes the Dakota,
Minnesota, Wisconsin, Iowa and Nebraska. Reach the Massachusetts firm at (978)
683-5434.

BELOW: Steve Gilks and Steve Bowma of Eds Archery & Sporting goods, Clio,
Michigan test the way the premium Treelimb quivers swivel and pop off the
riser-mounted posts with their Tension Lock System. Those machined aluminum
frame models come with hoods decorated in Realtree Hardwoods Green,
Realtree AP or Lost Camo. On the original polymer frame models you can order
those patterns plus Max4, Mossy Oak Break-up,
Mossy and Mossy Oak Obsession. New in both
series is a Carbon Fiber finish at right that’s a
good choice for blacked-out bows and hunting
from blinds. Reach Treelimb Products in Ohio at
(419) 658-2010.
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Gerry Calliouet of
God’s Great Outdoors
brought inspirational books and discs available on his webstite, including the
DVD he’s holding. That “True Stories of Pro Outdoorsmen” has the Christian testi-
monies of about three dozen well-known sportsmen, from the In-Fisherman’s Al
Linder to Bowhunter Magazine’s Dwight Schuh. For pricing information on these
resources, call Calliouet at (937) 698-3656 or visit ggoutdoors.org on the web.
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Arrow Engineered Products’ Giovanni and Nunzio Marino brought prod-
ucts well-known to competitive archers, including lightweight target stabilizers
decorated with fine engraving. But AEP, as it is known, also makes compact hunt-
ing models, like the Graviloc Hunter available in Lost Camo.That model can be set
up with an accessory mount to swivel upward for casing and to function as a
comfortable carrying handle for the bow. Reach AEP at (860) 826-7737.

Hold Up Displays was
exhibiting its Wisconsin-
made bow holders, which
are designed to lock into a
slat wall in a way that holds
firm whether or not a bow
is resting in each side. A
special polymer cushion
cradles the bow and should
never shrink or crack. The
firm also makes ceiling-
mounted units to hold up
to 16 bows, as well as gun
and bow holders for home
use. Call (608) 435-6623.

Dave Parker and Irene Hulse were at the Mathew show represent-
ing Kinsey’s Archery, the large distributor based in Mt. Joy,
Pennsylvania. It was a long, involved process, but this distributor is now
able to distribute the dealer-only items available from Mathew’s brand-
ing partners. A seperate catalog has been produced (Irene holds the
first) to list those items,and Parker said customized programming in the
firm’s ordering system absolutely prevents a Kinsey’s customer from
ordering those items unless they are also an approved Mathews retail-
er. Just as it does for the hundreds of other brands, Kinsey’s is now able
to sell these products in whatever quantity the retailer needs, in a way
that lets the dealer save on shipping cost and increase his inventory
turns.

That’s the main catalog at the center,with coded prices so you can
leave it on your counter while ordering special items for customers. At
left is the Kinsey’s Gift catalog, which grows thicker year by year.

To learn more about Kinsey’s and it’s own dealer show,call this vet-
eran of the archery business at (800) 366-4269.

Sunset Hill Stoneware handcrafts stoneware mugs
at its pottery in Wisconsin. The mugs come in six styles,
bearing your choice of the Mathews Solocam emblem or
the Lost Camo emblem.You can order as little as a carton of
six, or one of two assorted cartons that include one each.
The firm also does custom mugs bearing logos and names
of stores or manufacturers, but there you’ll need to be
ready to order at least 48 and to pay a set-up charge for
crafting the stamp that forms the contrasting emblem.
Reach the firm at (800) 509-4662.

The long line of retailers waiting to try the latest Mathews,
Mission and McPherson models were a captive audience for the
duo representing the Bow Trax bow holders in the booth next to
the shooting lane, Eric Matson (left) and Todd Fahning. These
unique holders were invented by and patented by Bob Ohm, who
heads community relations for
Mathews.They combine a slot-
ted base for the cam with a
spring-loaded slot for the bow
string. Retailers can sell racks
that hold from one to six
bows, and for their own stores
to use in display can order
longer lengths. The racks
come in maple or oak and can
carry a variety of designs.

For ordering information,
call Ohm at (608) 269-1691
evenings, use his cell phone
number (608) 487-1933 or
email bowtrax@charter.net.
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Bell Ranger Apparel spe-
cializes in cotton and other
unlined camo garments, but as
you can see here the Mathews
branding partner is branching
out. Sales Rep Gary Wollner is
holding some of the infant and
toddler wear in the Lil’ Joey
series. Some are decorated with
embroidered “Kritters” while
others carry cute designs like a
high chair designated “My first
treestand.” or a trike that’s “My
first ATV.” For more about those
products, little red union suits or
pink camo for girls and women,
reach the Georgia firm at (706)
733-7286.

Steve Tentler of Tru-Fire
(right) shows Scott Roe of the

Spillway Sportsman in Brusly, Louisiana the refinements made to the
Switchblade mechanical head. Now there are two models that customers should
choose from based on their hunting arrow speed, a Chisel Tip or Speed Tip (for
over 310 fps.) The difference between the two is in the tip design, with faster
arrows requiring a slightly more aggressive angle to insure blades are fully open
as they enter the hide. In either case, these heads open reliably even at extreme
angles and require just 22 ounces of force to deploy.Tru-Fire has also added a ver-
sion for crossbows and non-barbed versions where blades freely fold forward, for
states that require that feature.

Reach the Wisconsin firm at (800) 757-7586.

Joe Jacks designed his TightSpot quiver to fit tight to the riser, in fact so tight
that it uses a silicone sleeve to cushion it against the cable guard or riser.As you can
see this one-piece quiver offers a long, 18-inch span etween hood and arrow grip-
per,to reduce any tendency for the arrow ends to wag at the shot.The ArrowWedge
gripper itself adjusts so you can get just the fit you want no matter what the shaft
size is.The rear-mounted arrow pulls straight back to release, a feature that assists a
quick second shot, according to the Montana manufacturer.

The TightSpot quiver is designed to adjust forward and back and slide up and
down so you can position it where it works best on the bow.“I leave my quiver on
now when I shoot, and I don’t use a stabilizer anymore because the bow balances
so well without it,” Jacks said. “This weighs 11.36 ounces and that’s 11.36 ounces
that works with you, not against you.”

With all these features the quiver is designed to retail for $149.95, and carries
a MAP (minimum advertised price) of $124.94. Order it in right or left hand, in
Realtree APG or Lost Camo, by calling (406) 388-2546.
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George Walker came from Bob’s Merchandise in
Longview, Washington in part to get his hands on the new
McPherson Monster and Monster XLR8 bows built by
Mathews. The latter is the model rated at up to 360 fps IBO.
“I’m sure we’ll sell a bunch of these,” Walker said about his
first experience with the new brand.“And I love that I’m not
hitting my arm.” Like the Mathews models, McPherson by
Mathews bows will be sold only through qualifying retailers,
not through the big box stores.
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Doug Springer of Copper John (right) shows Keith and Bonnie Struble
results of comparative testing his firm did to see what poundage  it would take
to break the fibers out of Dead Nuts sights and competing brands. The 2009
Copper John sights can take a hefty 10 pound tug without breaking a .029 fiber,
he said, and can stretch up to 30 percent and still bounce back. When age or
impact does finally necessitate a fiber be replaced, Springer said they’re all “field
replaceable” now because of a change in the material used for the protective
tubing. With practice he said you should be able to add or replace a pin or just
the fiber in under 60 seconds.

The Auburn, New York manufacturer is one of the sponsors of the Mathews
TV program featuring Dave Watson and has developed a Soloshot line of sights
under licensing from Mathews. For a brochure and pricing information, call
(315) 258-9269.

Mark Koebele demonstrated the Extinguisher Deer Call from Illusion Game
Call Systems, which is teaming up with Mathews and its Lost Camo brand on slate
calls and box calls for turkey hunters and on this slide-action deer call.Owner Mike
Dukart designed this call to vary the tone from high to low as the slide is reposi-
tioned, so your cus-
tomer can reproduce
the mournful bleat of
a fawn or the throaty
grunt of a dominant
buck.

There’s more to
calling in game than
just getting a realistic
tone, Koebele said, so
Dukart has an instruc-
tional CD packaged
with each product
that shows hunters
when and how to call.
“You can watch it on
your computer a cou-
ple times, then listen
to it in your truck’s CD
player,”he suggested.

Reach the
Rochester, Minnesota
firm at (507) 281-
0300.
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Mike Mathews is the national sales manager for
Kutmaster, a division of Utica Cutlery Company, and he’s
holding a gleaming Bowie knife that’s meant to be a con-
versation starter that leads to sales of other, more practical
hunting knives and kitchen cutlery. This 14-inch knife
sports the Mathews logo on the handle and the “Catch us if
you can!” motto on the blade. Dealers can have their shop
name engraved on the base.

The Kutmaster Mathews series includes about two
dozen models, from individual fixed blade and folding
hunting knives to sets of kitchen carving knives and steak
knives.The minimum order amount is $250, and knives are
priced so dealers who charge the suggested retail will earn
a 50 percent margin. Reach  Kutmaster in New York at (800)
888-4223.

Gary Smith was helping to introduce retailers to the
Eclipse brand of 3D camouflage which is the Mathews
brand partner in the 3D clothing category. Based in
Muskegon, Michigan,Eclipse starts with a 50/50 polycotton
underlayer and then ads a laser-cut overlay of leaves in the
Lost Camo pattern. The garments are USA-made and not
available in box stores or chains. The leaf layer is formed
from pongee, a type of woven material that’s strong, light
and dries very fast. Suggested retail price for the jacket is
$74.95, and you can reach Eclipse at (231) 740-4090
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Josh Byrd of the Mike Wieck Sales group
based in Waupaca, Wisconsin, was in one of
the second level rooms at the Stoney Creek
Inn. There was plenty of room to display new
blinds in the Lost Camo pattern as well as
new Gorilla treestands and climbing sticks.
Byrd holds the Silverback Predator Sticks,
which come in a set of three 32-inchers or
four 20-inchers. They can be attached to the
stands for carrying and their pivoting steps
flip to either side to make them more versa-
tile.This stand is the Silverback HXtreme, one
of a new series of stands that use a hex-
shaped platform that provides the hunter
with more usable space per pound. For more
information about Gorilla stands, talk to your
rep or reach the Michigan firm at (800) 241-
4833.

Lyn Eagles (center)  and Mike Rennell (far right) made the trip from 100 plus degree
temperatures outside Eagles Archery Supply in Logan City, Queensland, Australia, to snowy
LaCrosse Wisconsin. One of the new products they saw was Kwikee Kwiver’s new three-
arrow model.This Kwik-3 SS has a fixed stem, not jointed, like the original Kwik-3, so it’s even
lighter at 5.6 ounces. The folding Kwik-3 still has a solid-color stem, but the Kwik-3 SS,
Kompound, Combo and Lite-4 now have stems dipped to match the hoods. Dipped hoods
now carry the company’s new curved logo, another change from the past practice where
only solid color hoods were identified with the old round logo.

Another big change is in the packaging from the long-time Michigan manufacturer.
Bags with header cards have been replaced by clamshells with a gray stone background
color that lets the camo-dipped quivers show up nicely.

All the improvements have raised the price, but owner Chet Grant (in blue) said retail-
ers have responded favorably, noting that Kwikee models were underpriced compared to
others and that now they can earn more on each Kwiver sold.

Talk to your distributor about Kwikee Kwiver’s updated models, or reach this made-in-
America manufacturer at (800) 346-7001.

Brian Byard covers the Northeastern US for
Gamehide, a Minnesota firm which came on board
as a Mathews Brand Licensee in 2008. The company
has been in the camo clothing business since 1992
and is known for it’s patented Freedom Sleeve, sewn
with a reverse angle so bowhunters can climb and
draw bows easier. Gamehide has new Suppressor
garments for 2009 sewn from a lightweight bonded
fleece, including a pullover, jacket and six-pocket
pant carrying MSRPs of $74.95 to $89.95. Also in the
Mathews Collection for 2009 are a Harmonic Wool
jacket, pant and insulated bib. These are much prici-
er, reflecting their 100 percent wool shells, with sug-
gested selling prices of $199.95 to $219.95. The gar-
ment Byard is holding is yet another fabric option, a
CleverCloth No Recoil Shirt that feels as comfortable
as cotton but dries quickly and won’t fade or shrink.
You can outfit a customer in CleverCloth for about
$130. To see Gamehide’s complete line, call (888)
267-3591.
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Best known for it’s
camo-finished truck
accessories, Stampede
Products had its Tuff
Blind on display. Like
the side window deflec-
tors, bug guards and
fender flares, the blind
starts with flat sheets of
tough ABS plastic that
are printed at the Iowa
plant, then heated and
vacuum molded to the
final shape. The weath-
er-tight blind can also
be ordered in black.
Reach Stampede at
(563) 259-9189.

Tom Rothrock of Lonesome Elk Archery, Terre Haute,
Indiana was checking out the Muddy Outdoors product
line with the help of co-owner Larry Kendall (left). The
climbing sticks he’s holding fit  onto Muddy’s imported alu-
minum stands and Lone Wolf stands for easy carrying. The
Safeguard harness (hanging to the right) has molded foam
sections covered in Lost Camo fabric.You can give it a shake
and it opens and is ready for use.Reach Muddy Outdoors in
Missouri by calling (877) 36MUDDY.

Before we talked about his products, I asked Black
Gold President Mike Ellig how the down economy was
affecting his business.“We’ve had record sales in the past
four months,”he said.“This is the third recession I’ve been
through in the archery business,and we went through
the first two without a hitch. An $800 bow is not that
expensive compared to what people will spend on boats,
motorcycles or snowmobiles.”

Ellig holds the Flash Point Red Zone, whose last two
metal blade style pins are anodized red as a reminder
they may be set at extreme yardages. Each pin micro
adjusts for elevation with an indexed thumbwheel that
with a full turn moves the point of impact 1 inch at 20
yards. Reach Black Gold in Montana by dialing (800) 336-
0853.

Pennsylvania retailer Charlene Morgan decided to order staff shirts from
Power Pleat as a way to build interest in that product line, as well as complete
hunting outfits for herself and husband Barry. The garments are bar-tacked to
produce folds that absorb light and that, in Power Pleat’s view, dramatically
increases how effective any camo pattern is. Reach the Illinois manufacturer at
(309) 224-2908.

Lou Evans of LVE
Hunting Decals (left in
photo at left) goes
through the show spe-
cials with retailers.With
the LVE brand you can
sell everything from
arrow wraps to mas-
sive decals and mag-
nets that stretch more
than halfway across a
truck’s tailgate. For a
copy of the 16 page
catalog, call (270) 275-
9702.
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Michael Mayer said Mathews retailers can combine their
purchasing from the Mathews versions and the ScentBlocker
main line to reach the $4,000 or $10,000 volumes where added
benefits like store displays come into play.This is the smallest of
three displays available, yet it’s large enough to display both
outer garments and the underlayers available this year in either
silky bamboo or super-warm merino wool.“As an independent
retailer it makes sense to limit the number of vendors you deal
with,” he suggested, “plus look at the Mathews logo and the
Scent Shield logo. There’s a lot of drawing power there for the
independent retailer.

Robinson Outdoors had a large team at
the first Mathews Retailer Business Show. VP
of Sales Joe White (in center background)
Operations Manager Keith Edberg (left) and
Eric Bantley, who is Director of Product
Development-Footwear, were helping to staff
the main floor booth along with Trisha
Jeppesen (left). Upstairs marketing head
Michael Mayer had a whole meeting room to
display more clothing.

White said the Cannon Falls, Minnesota
firm is about scent control “from head to foot”
so when it had an opportunity to partner
with Mathews it became a brand licensee of
all the elements a hunter needs to stay
scent free. That includes soaps and
sprays in bottles trimmed with Lost

Camo,the exclusive footwear styles shown here,and both antimicrobial
base layers and scent-absorbing activated carbon apparel that carries
the Mathews logo. The camo outerwear can be supplemented with a
zip-in Merino wool jacket or fleece vest when the weather turns cold,
and either of those underlayers makes fine casual wear.

Bantley is a great source for any retailer who wants to learn more
about high-tech footwear.The Archer’s Boa Shoe and Archer’s Boa Knee
Boot dispense with normal woven laces in favor of a dial-to-tighten sys-
tem that uses what looks like fine black wires. Inside the coating are
seven strands of stainless steel wrapped around seven other strands,
Bantley explained, so they’re very flexible and extremely strong. That
lets the knee provide the great fit of a lace-up model, with this differ-
ence.When the hunter is ready to take them off,he just pulls the dial out
to loosen the boot. And where conventional knee boots puff out
human scent with each step,
these use activated carbon
gaiters that can be washed and
regenerated in a dryer.

The Archer’s Boa Shoe was
designed with input from com-
petitive archers, Bantley said,
but he’s hoping retailers will
give it a try in their own stores.
They typically stand on cement
floors for hours of each day, he
said, and the support built into
these lightweight shoes should
ease that duty.

Robinson Outdoor’s com-
plete line fills a ring-bound 84
page retail guide. To request a
copy, call (800) 397-1927.

Circle 143 on Response Card

A zipper
closes  a
flap to
keep out
trash and
to quiet
items that
might click
against
the Boa
lacing sys-
tem on this
Lost Camo
model.
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Well-known 3D champion Burley Hall was helping to promote the Axion
Archery sight line at the Mathews show.These sights include a Simplex Loc series
that uses the pop-off Mathews Spider Claw mounting system, which Mathews
developed for its ArrowWeb quiver. There’s no screws to loosen, not even a knob,
because the mounting bar ends in two prongs carefully machined to connect
with a spring-fit to the mounting studs on the bow riser (see insert photo). The
series has 3, 4 , 5 and 7 pin heads, in black, Lost Camo or the popular Realtree AP
pattern.They carry Harmonic Dampers in the mounting bar and come with your
choice of .020 or .010 pin sizes. Hall said the pop-off mounting system is so pre-
cise he’s noticed no change of impact even on distant targets. It also gives your
customer the option of having one sight set up for targest, another for hunting.

National Sales Manager Dave Potts said these mounts also give the
hunter an option of carrying his hunting sight protected in his backpack or up
front in a pickup cab, then snapping it back on the bow when he heads into
the woods. The Axion line was introduced in January of 2008 and you can get
more information by calling the firm in Georgia at (330) 343-0900.

“We add the Gospel to NASP,” is how John
Rikenbach summarized the Centershot program
Mathews has been supporting. Like the National
Archery in the Schools Program Centershot provides
youngsters with a safe and structured introduction
to archery. Like NASP, Centershot aims to improve a
youngsters discipline, self-esteem and character
right along with his or her archery skills. Since this
program is designed for use by churches and at
church-sponsored summer camps, it uses the attrac-
tion of archery to keep youngsters involved while
they’re taught Christian principles and are invited to
make Christ the center of their lives.

Centershot is active in 25 states now,Rikenbach
said, with the largest participation among churches
in the Midwest. A basic equipment kit runs about
$3,000, and course materials are provided that can
be tailored to weekly meetings,vacation Bible school
or a summer-camp setting. Reach him at Centershot
Ministries in Minneapolis by calling (763) 571-5967.

Different types of Mathews logo wear that ranges
from simple hats to beautiful leather jackets  all come from
the Powertex group in Eau Claire, Wisconsin but are
ordered through the bow-builder itself. Dani Smiskey was
representing the Mathews Logo Wear at the dealer show
and here speaks with Doris Hatniak, right, who hails from
Maple Leaf Archery Distributors in Spruce Grove, Alberta,
Canada.

To encourage more dealers to order the logo wear,
they could get a complimentary leather jacket with an ini-
tial order of $3,000 or more. The line also offers free setup
to put a shop logo on a T-shirt or hat, provided your order
includes 100 or more of those items. Check out Mathews
apparel by Powertex Group on the internet at www.math-
ewsinc.com or call (877) 470-0649.

BELOW: James Kowalski (left) and Kenneth Mieczkowski were at the Lacrosse
show for Triple Crown Outdoors, maker of the Advanish Camo Blind and Hunter’s
Roof. The blind weighs just 8.5 ounces when you screw it into a stabilizer mounting
hole of a bow, then pops open to provide screening for a hunter’s upper body while
he waits for an shot and makes the draw. The non-woven fabric can’t fray and as you
can see, is cut with a leaf border. It comes with stick-on templates and instructions for
cutting the viewing port you’ll sight through and for cutting the opening for the
arrow. Retailers can sell the Advanish blind for around $35, and have the option of
ordering it in Lost Camo, Mossy Oak Break-up, Next Camo or one of the Realtree pat-
terns. The Hunter’s Roof is priced the same and is designed to keep rain and snow off
a treestand hunter. It uses an innovative mount that is easy to attach to a tree and
which directs water off the edge, not down along the trunk. Reach the Pennsylvania
firm at (570) 736-6256.
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Allen Thomas of Hunter’s Den in Russellville, Kentucky
placed an order at the Lumenok booth with Eric Price, (far right)
who heads production at this pioneer in the lighted nock busi-
ness.

Lumenok takes the approach that simpler is better, so with
this system there are no magnets,switches or other moving parts.
A stainless steel wire wrapped around the base of the nock com-
pletes the circuit, so arrows are carried with the nocks slightly
retracted, then the nocks light as they’re driven in at the shot.The
looped wire is an improvement because it stands up better to
hunters who twist the nock to move it, rather than wiggling it
back and forth with thumb and forefinger as the directions indi-
cate. “We changed the heading on the instructions to ‘Stuff you
must know,’ Price smiled.“Most men don’t read instructions.”

When a dealer asked about lighting issues with carbon
arrows, Price demonstrated how rolled up sandpaper could be
used to bevel the nock end, to make sure your are contacting the
carbon fibers on shafts that may not contain those
conducting  fibers on their inner layers.

Issues like that are one reason the Burt Coyote
Company decided to introduced own complete
arrows. The firm says its Lumen-Arrow is made in
North America with the highest quality carbon
fibers, 100 percennt carbon, with no fiberglass.
Every Lumen-Arrow comes equipped with a
Lumenok (lighted arrow nock in red or green) spe-
cially fitted to each shaft, a smooth polished finish,
and your choice of either Bohning 2 inch Blazer
Vanes or raw shafts. Sorted to (+/-0.5) of a grain
weight per dozen and a straightness of (+/-0.003),
Lumen-Arrows come in three sizes: 45/60 ( 8.1 gpi.); 60/75 (8.8
gpi.); and 75/90 (9.9 gpi). “We realized that selling Lumenoks in
arrows that were prepared properly for its utmost performance
would guarantee a more enjoyable archery experience
whether you are hunting or just shooting targets,” the Illinois
firm said.

Lumenok now offers a green led as well as the original red.
Since green LEDs take more current, those versions are made so
the batteries can be replaced. Those green nocks weigh slightly

more as a result, 31 grains for a size to fit Gold Tip shafts, versus 26
grains for the red
Lumenok where the bat-
tery is an integral part of
the system. Crossbow and
bowfishing models are
also available. Call (309)
358-1602 for information
on the entire line.

Circle 256 on Response Card

BELOW: Chris Moretti of Mission Decals holds a see-through sign that’s dotted with
tiny holes. You can sell these for mounting in your customer’s truck window, or put them in
your own store window and still have a clear view of the parking lot. From the front viewed
from a normal distance, the sign appears solid, a nifty effect.

This division of Mission Archery also prints dozens of decals based on the company’s
brands, most of which the retailer can sell for twice what he buys them at.“All of our decals
can be customized with the pro shop’s name for $2 extra,”Moretti noted. Magnets and limb
stickers are also produced at the Sparta facility.
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